Merge duplicates

Steps you through how to combine duplicate entries into one record.
If you find that your search results contain duplicate entries for the same record because the same record is found in
more than one database, you can click the Merge Duplicates link to combine the duplicated items into one record.

You will be asked how many of the duplicate records from the set of results that you want to merge.

Merge Duplicates

Note: Deduplication will only work on an ISBN or ISSN search.

Your search has returned 506 out of 506 hits.
Number of records to merge (max 1000): 606

Merge

The merged results will be displayed.

1. Artificial black holes / editors, Mário Novello, Matti Visser, Grigori Volovik
   Number of holdings: 2 | ISBN - 9810248075 | LCCN - 2003266511
   Collection: TUG Union Catalogue - (Universities of Guelph, Waterloo, Wilfrid Laurier)

1 Duplicate

The details will show all duplicate bibliographic records.